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MODI: A leap towards SAE L4 automated driving features

MODI accelerates the introduction of highly automated solutions to improve european
logistic chains.

MODI project will pave the way for the mass adoption of highly automated freight vehicles
through demonstrations and by resolving barriers to the rollout of automated transport
systems and solutions.
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MODI kick-off meeting

MODI: A leap towards SAE L4 automated driving features. The MODI initiative, which
consists of a 34-organisation public-private partnership, met in Oslo to kick-off the project
from 2nd to 3rd November 2022.

Read more

MODI in the FAME workshop in Brussels

The EU-funded FAME project has among its missions to support the European
Commission and the CCAM Partnership in coordinating CCAM R&I and testing activities
in Europe.

Read more
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CNN International highlights the benefits
of the MODI Project

CNN International has broadcasted a report about the MODI Project’s goals in Global
Connections, a program that focuses on examples of positive impacts on international
trade.

Read more
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MODI, showcased at the eMobility Expo
World Congress

The eMobilty Expo World Congress is Spain’s most significant event on sustainable
mobility. For three days, Valencia has gathered the mobility and logistics sector’s critical
agents, aiming to reflect and find answers to the big questions of the future.

Read more
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Cocreation arenas workshops and field
site visits

MODI has five use cases driven by pre-identified business challenges. Demonstrations
are part of the use cases, which will run a sufficient period to gather the necessary data
for a thorough evaluation.

Read more
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MODI will participate in the EUCAD 2023
Exhibition

MODI will be at the 4th European Conference on Connected and Automated Driving –
EUCAD 2023, next May 3rd and 4th in Brussels, Belgium.

Read more
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